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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Arnold Schoenberg’s famous work of 1912, Pierrot lunaire, has perhaps generated more scholarly attention than any other work of the modern era.  This is, in part, due to his use of a then relatively new vocal technique called Sprechstimme--or Speech Voice: a unique combination of speaking and singing.  Two works being performed during UMKC’s Schoenberg Retrospective incorporate sprechstimme: Pierrot lunaire, op. 21, from 1912, and A Survivor from Warsaw, op. 46, from 1947.  Each provides a drastically different take on the spoken melody: 



Pierrot lunaire, Op. 21 – “O alter Duft” (song #21, mm.1-3)

A Survivor from Warsaw, Op. 46 – mm. 35-36 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Pierrot, though Schoenberg did intend for this to be a speech-like delivery, he nevertheless notated the vocal line with precise pitches and rhythms, but with “x”s on the stem, near the notehead, to indicate the spoken delivery.  Conversely, in A Survivor from Warsaw, Schoenberg notates the vocal line with specific rhythms but without specific pitches.  Notice that instead of the full staff, Schoenberg has reduced the vocal part down to a single line, and has notated all the pitches in relation to that line.  He still indicates sharps and flats and uses ledger lines to indicate relative intervals, but there is no sense of fixed pitch.  Schoenberg’s perceptions and ideas regarding Sprechstimme and its notation changed quite drastically throughout his compositional life, and there are numerous viewpoints as to why – for today, however, we will only look at Schoenberg’s early employment of Sprechstimme, up to and including Pierrot lunaire: how it began, how it evolved, and ideas as to how it should be performed.    



Origins of Sprechstimme

• Early Melodrama
– Pygmalion (Coignet – 1770; Benda – 1779)
– Ariadne (Benda – 1775) 

• “Modern” Melodrama
– Königskinder – Engelbert Humperdinck (1897) 
– Enoch Arden – Richard Strauss (1897)
– Das Hexenlied – Max von Schilling (1902)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Melodrama—a genre or technique in which text is declaimed against a musical background or spoken between musical interludes—became popular in the mid-18th century.  Early examples from this period include Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s Pygmalion which was set to music by Coignet in 1770 and again by Georg Benda in 1779; and then Benda’s Ariadne from 1775.  The popularity of Melodrama waned during the first half of the 19th century, but experienced a resurgence in the late 1890s and early 1900s with Humperdinck’s Königskinder, Strauss’ Enoch Arden, and Schillings’ Das Hexenlied.  Königskinder is of particular importance as it was the first time speech-like declamation was given precise rhythms and intervals.  



Humperdinck’s Königskinder – Act I

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Early performances of K created quite a stir.  Audiences expected a vocal line to match the lyrical, Romantic, post-Wagnerian music—they were instead treated to a method of text declamation that most had not heard before.  Public outcry was so great that by the time K reached America and the Metropolitan Opera, Humperdinck had changed all of the Sprechnoten into traditional notation, thus making K the melodrama into K the opera.  



“It originated in Schoenberg’s mind.  It was – if 
you will – an inspiration.” 

“I don’t think he did.  Since Schoenberg lived, 
so to speak, in a completely different world, it is 
very unlikely that he heard any Humperdinck 
except perhaps Hänsel und Gretel . . . The idea 
of the “melodrama,” as it was called, was 
generally known . . . but the way Schoenberg 
used it was certainly quite new . . .” 

Gunther Schuller, “A Conversation with Steuermann,” Perspectives of New Music 3 (1964-
65): 25.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Despite the fact that Sprechstimme had already been used, there is some disagreement as to whether or not Schoenberg had hear Humperdinck’s work or even knew of its existence.  Most scholars believe that he must have heard it or at least known about it.  Schoenberg was always interested in a good musical controversey, and when K premiered in Munich in 1897, calamity ensued which was then reported in two very important music periodicals of the time—the Neue Musikalische Rundschau of Prague and the Allgemeine Musikzeitung of Berlin.  Additionally, while Schoenberg was living in Vienna, K was performed about six months after the Munich debacle.  Finally, in the early 1900s, Schoenberg was employed by the proprietor of the famous Berlin Uberbrettl, Ernst von Wolzogen.  During his tenure there, Schoenberg worked alongside Waldemar Wendland, one of Wolzogen’s conductors, but more germaine to this discussion, a former composition student of Humperdinck.  It is, therefore, not difficult to imagine that Humperdinck’s relatively recent notational experiment may have come up through the course of conversation between Schoenberg and Wendland.  (Slide 5)Edward Steuermann—a close friend and frequent collaborator of Schoenberg—was the lone voice of opposition to this theory.  Steuermann said, (Slide 5-part 1)When asked if Schoenberg knew Humperdinck’s works, Steuermann replied (Slide 5 – part 2): Regardless of Schoenberg’s knowledge or familiarity with Humperdinck’s use of the technique, certainly the way in which he used Sprechstimme in Pierrot lunaire was different than any use of it before or after.  



Gurre-Lieder, Part III.  1912 autograph study score 

Gurre-Lieder, Part III.  1913 Piano/Vocal Score, transcribed by Alban Berg

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pierrot lunaire wasn’t the first work in which Schoenberg experimented with a more speech-like vocal declamation.  Sprechstimme first appeared in his massive cantata/oratorio hybrid, the Gurre-Lieder.  The G-L was primarily composed in between 1900-1901, but was then shelved and left unfinished for almost 10 years.  Its publication, in fact, predated the PIerrot premiere by little more than 6 months.  The vocal line of several characters in the G-L were noted in various forms of Sprechstimme.  In the 1912 autograph score, Schoenberg’s Sprechstimme notation is identical to Humperdinck’s notation in Konigskinder.  By Alban Berg’s 1913 piano reduction, however, Schoenberg had changed his notation to look like the bottom example—open, diamond-shaped noteheads.  But Schoenberg’s use of Sprechstimme in the G-L wasn’t nearly as specific or pervasive as in PL, but then again, his intent for P’s recitation was different than for that of the G-L: (slide 7)



“Regarding the melodramas in the Gurre-Lieder: the 

pitch notation is certainly not to be taken as seriously as 

in the Pierrot melodramas.  The result here should by 
no 

means be such a songlike Sprechmelodie as in the latter 

. . . [There is] no [need to keep the] . . . interval 

proportions!” 
Berg – Schoenberg Correspondence: Selected Letters (New York: Norton, 1987), 143.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a letter to Alban Berg, dated January 1913, Schoenberg stated: (Slide 7)  Schoenberg clearly viewed the recitation in PL as being more closely aligned with sung melody than speech.  Unfortunately, Schoenberg never addressed the genesis and evolution of Sprechstimme in the intervening years between the G-L and PL, nor did he discuss it when he incorporated a less pitch-specific notation in later works such as Ode to Napoleon, Op. 41, and A Survivor from Warsaw, Op. 46.  And so we are left to surmise.  We do know that the notation of the Sprechstimme as it exists in its published form did not exist in the early Pierrot manuscripts. The first complete manuscript and subsequent Fair Copy contain a Sprechstimme that is identical to Humperdinck’s Sprechnoten notation— “x”s as the noteheads instead of on the stem.  



Pierrot lunaire, "Mondestrunken," mm. 23-25. Fair Copy.  Used by permission, The Robert Owen 
Lehman Collection, on deposit at The Pierpont Morgan Library, New York 

Pierrot lunaire, "Mondestrunken," mm. 23-25.  Published score 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By the first printed edition of the score, however, the notation had changed—traditional noteheads were used, and the Sprechstimme ‘x’ had been moved to the stem, just above the notehead.  One can only speculate as to the reason for the change in notation.  The movement of the ‘x’ to the stem allowed for greater specificity and clarity of pitch and rhythm.  It was difficult to notation the duration of the half notes and whole notes with the ‘x’ as the notehead.  In earlier drafts, Schoenberg would occasionally place two ‘x’s side by side to represent the half note, and would use the diamond-shaped notehead to represent the half or whole note.  (see slide 8).  



Pierrot lunaire, "Nacht," m. 6-8.  Used by permission, The Robert Owen Lehman Collection, on deposit at The Pierpont 
Morgan Library, New York 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Therefore, it would appear to be for practical purposes, in part, that the notation was altered.  Additionally, though Schoenberg spoke little about his desires regarding the degree of adherence to pitch (only that it was to be taken “more seriously” in Pierrot than in the G-L) or the reason for the change in notation, it is certainly plausible that the more specific notation emphasizes some sort of pitch prominence.  



What did Schoenberg want?

• Preface to Pierrot lunaire
• Score and Recordings (over 36 recordings, including 

two conducted by Schoenberg) 
• Letters, essays and interviews
• “Expert” assessment (Reinhold Brinkmann, Erwin 

Stein, Joan Allen Smith, Jonathan Dunsby)



Pierrot lunaire Preface:
The melody given in the Sprechstimme by means of  notes is 
not intended for singing (except for specially marked isolated 
exceptions). The task of  the performer is to transform it into a 
speech-melody, taking into account the given pitch.  This is 
achieved by:

I.   Maintaining the rhythm as accurately as if  one were
singing, i.e. with no more freedom than would be 
allowed with a singing melody;

II. Becoming acutely aware of  the difference between 
singing tone and speaking tone . . . it must never be
reminiscent of  singing . . .

Arnold Schoenberg, Pierrot lunaire, op. 21 (Los Angeles: Belmont Music Publishers, 1990), Preface. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Singing tone unalterably stays on pitch, whereas speaking tone gives the pitch but immediately leaves it again by falling and rising.  However, the performer must be very careful not to adopt a singsong speech pattern. That is not intended at all.  Nor should one strive for realistic, natural speech.  On the contrary, the difference between ordinary speaking and speaking that contributes to a musical form should become quite obvious.”“…Moreover, I stress the following concerning performances: It is never the task of performers to recreate the mood and character of    the individual pieces on the basis of the meaning of the words, but             rather solely on the basis of the music.  The extent to which the tone-painting-like rendering of the events and emotions of the text was important to the author is already found in the music. Where the performer finds it lacking, he should abstain from presenting something that was not intended by the author.  He would not be adding, but rather detracting.”



Sentence 1: 

The melody given in the Sprechstimme by 
means of  notes is not intended for singing 
(except for specially marked isolated 
exceptions).  

Sentence 2:
The task of  the performer is to transform it 
into a speech-melody, taking into account the 
given pitch. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Within Schoenberg’s Preface and the score itself, there seems to be outright contradiction.  In the first sentence of the Preface, Schoenberg states unequivocally that the notes in the vocal line are not to be sung.  (Slide 12)  Yet if they aren’t to be sung, why does he notate specific pitches, and how can the performer avoid reproducing them exactly?  Likewise, how are the pitches to be “taken into account” if they are merely to be suggestive of pitch?  Peter Stadlen’s famous 1981 article entitled “Schoenberg’s Speech-Song” suggests that Schoenberg anticipated a certain amount of confusion and that he was struggling with the representation and execution of the Sprechstimme, as well.  Stadlen wrote that there was “a conflict, from the very beginning, in Schoenberg’s mind between a desire for speech character and another, seemingly incompatible desire for an exact rendering of the notes.” The goal of the Reciter then, based on the Preface, is to create a melodic speech which acknowledges the pitches, but does not steadfastly maintain them.  How do we combine the two?  And how does one make it—that is, the Sprechstimme—sound different than actual “sung” melody?  A clear line of demarcation between singing and Sprechstimme becomes even more important because of the handful of instances in the score where Schoenberg does instruct the Reciter to sing. These occurences are clearly marked in the score so that there can be no confusion as to what is to be sung and what is to be performed as Sprechstimme.  



There was …

“a conflict, from the very beginning, in 
Schoenberg’s mind between a desire for speech 
character and another, seemingly incompatible 
desire for an exact rendering of the notes.” 

Peter Stadlen, “Schoenberg’s Speech-Song,” Music & Letters 62 (January 1981): 4.  



Pierrot lunaire, "Rote Messe," mm. 24-25

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The sung portions—marked with a “gesungen” above the passage, plus the notes are without “x”s; and the Sprechstimme passages which have the “x” and are then marked as “gesprochen” when following a sung passage.  (Slide 13)  So how do we differentiate between that which is sung and that which is gesprochen?  Unfortunately, Schoenberg neglected to describe how to perform the Sprechstimme—neither in the Preface or any other writings. We know that the vocal line is not to be sung (he was adamant about this and said so to several people); pitch is to be taken into account; rhythm is to be strictly maintained; and pitch should be attained and then immediately left by rising or falling away from it.   Vibrato is one of the most significant issues that I feel must be addressed when discussing the differences and distinction between Sprechstimme and non-Sprechstimme passages.  The impression or perception of singing results from the presence of vibrato; ergo, the absence or minimizing of vibrato will lend itself more favorably to producing Sprechstimme.  If every pitch were to have significant vibrato, it would be almost impossible to distinguish the few sung pitches from the rest of the score which is not to be sung. The absence of vibrato, hwoever, does not exclusively mean that the sound produced will be Sprechstimme. Likewise, the rising and falling along doesn’t mean that the sound is Sprechstimme.   Play excerpts—Steingruber-Wildgans (no vibrato but still very sung) and Mary Thomas (lots of vibrato—no vibrato on sung part).  



•Ilona Steingruber-Wildgans, Reciter; Vladimir Golschmann, Conductor 
(1961) – very little vibrato, but also no rising/falling from pitch

•Mary Thomas, Reciter; David Atherton, Conductor (1973) – lots of rising 
and falling, but also lots of vibrato

•Yvonne Minton, Reciter; Pierre Boulez, Conductor (1977) – lots of 
vibrato on Sprech passages; straight tone on “gesungen” passages; 
most classically sung recording in discography

Most “Sung”

Most “Spoken” 
•Helga Pilarczyk, Reciter; Pierre Boulez, Conductor (1961) – very 
narrow range; little dramatic or dynamic contrast

Recordings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Though Schoenberg tells us to leave the pitch by rising or falling away from it, he does not tell us exactly how to do it and if it is to be done on every note.  On the 35+ recordings, there are essentially two ways to leave a pitch—with a portamento (or glissando, if you will) or by sliding.  If vibrato is removed from the vocal production, sliding will be heard; if there is vibrato, a portamento will be produced (sounding akin to late 19th c. operatic repertoire).  The majority of Sprechstimme in Pierrot should be with subtle sliding between the notes.  If done with Portamento, it means that there is likely too much vibrato in the voice, thus making it difficult to distinguish, once again, between Sprech and non-Sprech passages.  Also, with excessive portamento, it creates an almost ghostly, melodramatic, parody-esque sound—something else Schoenberg was adamantly against.  Sliding can also be achieved more subtly and with a great deal more nuance than the generally more conspicuous portamento which, by its very nature, is more dramatic in context.  Erwin Stein, another close friend and collaborator of Schoenberg, cautions performers about this very issue, and frequently talked of gliding between notes.  



Most “Authentic/Original”

•Erika Stiedry-Wagner, Reciter; Arnold Schoenberg, Conductor (1940) –
very speech-like; not as accurate in regard to pitch or “interval integrity”; 
not as wide-ranging as other recordings

Most “Bizarre and Crazy”

•Barbara Sukowa, Reciter; Reinbert de Leeuw, Conductor (1988) –
outrageous and “over-the-top”; incredibly “inaccurate”; affected; very 
exciting!

Most “Textbook” 

•Christine Schäfer, Reciter; Pierre Boulez, Conductor (1997) –
very well-performed; pitch and/or interval-accurate; sliding 
between pitches; vibrato on gesungen pitches – “straight” tone 
on Sprechstimme pitches; effective; dramatic but not 
melodramatic
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